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The location has been analysed with respect to its suitability for 

such a project. Following items have been investigated:

Appropriateness of the site

Current market situation in the region

Chances for the development of the project

Development of a concept for optimal use  

Task and purpose

A feasibility study for a thermal spring complex for a site in Edremit / Turkey is carried out.
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1  Macroeconomic conditions

Turkey with its 75 million inhabitants has one of the largest growing economies in the world.

• Gross domestic product:

• Gross national product:

• Gross national product growth:   

• Unemployment:

Tourism data:

• Tourism income

• International tourists

The “Turkey Tourism Strategy 2023” is going to improve and raise the

thermal tourism in the country until the year 2023. The country has the

highest potential in thermal springs among all European countries.  

Site in the district Balikesir in Turkey

Thermal spring regions in Turkey

572 billion US$ (OECD 2005)

7.600 US$ per capita

301 billion US$

10% (OECD 2005)

10% (2005)

18,2 billion US$ (2005)

20,3 million (2005)
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2.1  Infrastructure 

The site is in the province of Balikesir (1.1 million inhabitants) in 

the western part of the country, near the town of Edremit

(60.000 inhabitants).

The site is next to the main road to Izmir (E550). There is a bus 

station in the town which allows connections to all big cities in 

the country. The airport of Edremit is very small and has to be 

extended.

Distances to the main cities:

Edremit – Izmir 195 km
Edremit – Istanbul (via Balikesir) 475 km
Edremit – Istanbul (via Canakkale) 450 km
Edremit – Ankara 600 km

Distances in the near surrounding:

Edremit city centre 4 km
Sea 7 km
Airport Edremit 2 km
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Location of the site in the western part of  Turkey



2.2  The site

The site has a size of approximately 52.000 sqm. 

* planned access roads

The site is dedicated as building land and the use for thermal reasons is desired by the town of Edremit.

size in sqm. constructible area open space area access road area * allowed levels gross floor area density 
4 (general) 31.071 0,60

6 (for tourism) 46.607 0,90
51.845 7.768 31.802 12.275
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Characteristics of the site:

• No difference in level on the site

• Good visibility without any interference

• Little building development in the 

surroundings

• A thermal hotel is neighbouring

• Existing plans for the future 

infrastructure (access roads) on the site

There is a well located in the western part

of the site.

The temperature of the water is 49°C. 

The well has a dept of 296,00 m.

Site plan

2.3  Characteristics of the site

The site plan shows the planned access roads, the neighbouring hotel and the existing main road to Izmir.
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2.4 The water 

The water on the site is a healthy thermal water with curative 

effect, that can be used as bathwater and as drinking water, 

proven by the university of Istanbul.

The healthy effect of the water helps with hypertension,

rheumatic and intestine diseases. As drinking water the 

fluoric rate is good for dental hygiene. The water has 

also a curative anti-aging effect.   

Certificate from the University of Istanbul
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2.5 Tourism in the region

Tourism data in the region:

• 135.000 (in 2006) people from abroad visited the area around and in Edremit 

• 150.000 (in 2006) people from Turkey visited the area around and in Edremit 

Accommodation in the region:

• 4.000 hotel beds 
• 1.100 motel beds

• 340 apartment hotel beds
• 1.100 pension beds

The region around the town of Edremit is known for its summer tourism. The infrastructure is therefore good 

developed. There are hotels and thermal hotels in different categories. Only deficit regarding to the thermal 

facilities is their low standard compared to western spa areas. 

Examples of thermal hotels in the region
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3.1  Way to the design

The region with its high historical background in therapeutic and relaxing baths (Hamam and Kaplica) requires a

design that identifies with the tradition of the oriental and islamic architecture. Elements of these styles have been

taken into consideration. Elements like the Iwan (closed courtyard), garden design, privacy and view protection are 

included in the design.

Example for an Iwan
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3.2  The design

Target of the project is to create a design that includes the tradition of the region and tries to interpret it in a 

modern way.

The design includes a 4 star hotel with 120 rooms, 20 apartments and a separate wellness and medical spa area.

Wellness

Hotel/Apart.

Catering

Public

2.160 m²

4.320 m²

1.200 m²

1.000 m²

An underground car park with two 

storeys is also designed under the 

main building. 
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3.3  The estimated costs for the project

To get a realistic total the estimated costs for a similar project in Austria were reduced by 30% to adjust it to 

Turkish standards. 

Hotel 7.020 1.600 1.120 7.862.400
Wellness; Medical-Spa 2.160 1.900 1.330 2.872.800
Apartement 1.200 1.400 980 1.176.000
Underground carpark 4.000 400 280 1.120.000
Outside facilities 37.000 150 105 3.885.000

Subtotal 16.916.200 €

Equipment Hotel 120 5.000 3.500 420.000

Total 17.756.200 €

Equipment Wellness/public 
spaces

approx. the same as for the hotel 420.000

Rooms
€/Room 

AUT (100%)
€/Room 

 TUR (70%)
Costs

GFA/m²
€/m² 

AUT (100%)
€/m² 

 TUR (70%)
Costs
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4 Conclusion

Looking back on a traditional background in thermal history this region is very suitable and promising. 

The tourism in the country is well developed and the conditions for a successful property development 

are present on this site.

To get visitors from abroad and from Turkey special features have to be offered. Therefore a medical spa 

complex with separate wellness parts which are mainly used for curative and medical reasons is planned.
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